The purpose of this paper is to prove that under quite general conditions, a closed nowhere dense perfect set is non-rj-porous if and only if it is nonporous. This paper improves the results of the present author and B. S. Thomson [HT] and was written in response to a remark of L. Zaicek who pointed out that the proof in [HT] is incomplete. The notion of porosity was first introduced by E. P. Dolzenko [D] in the course of a study of boundary behavior of certain complex-valued functions. Since that time it has been shown to play important and varied roles in the studies of quasiconformal mappings, functional analysis, and harmonic analysis, as well as in the area of classical real analysis with which the author is most familiar. Bibliographies of porosity results in real analysis can be found in the appendix to B. S. Thomson's survey [Tl] or in L. Zajiceks survey [Z2].
where p(E, x, r) denotes the length of the longest interval in (x -r, x + r) n (9t\ii). The set E is porous if the porosity of E at each of its points is positive, and strongly porous if the porosity of E at each of its points is 1. The set E is called o-porous ( o-strongly porous) if it is the countable union of porous sets (strongly porous sets). An important and technically useful result about a -porous sets was proved by L. Zajicek in [Zl] . Theorem Z. A set E is a-porous iff E = (J^l1 En, where each set En has porosity at least \ at each of its points.
In order to establish our results, we first need some notation to describe perfect sets. Let Xn denote the set of all binary sequences (O's and l's) of length n, and let X = \Jn^=0^n ■ If er e I" , we let \a\ = n and refer to \a\ as the height of a . By a(k) we mean the k th term of the sequence a, and if m < \a\, we let a\ denote a restricted to {1,2, ... , m} . If z € Zn , we exhibit t in expanded form as t (1) 
«=i
Now, define er < T to mean d(a) < d(x). It is easy to see that < is a total order on Z which is dense and unbordered.
Let E be any set with a dense unbordered order. An order preserving surjection g: Z h-> E is said to induce a compatible binary labeling on E. Let E be as above, and suppose that two functions ff.E *-* E (z = 0, 1) have been defined such that f0a(e) < e < fXa(e) for each a € Z, where /*(*) = 4») ° 4«-D ° ■"• ° -4(1)^) for a € X« ■ Fix * G £ and define g:E ^ E by g(cr) = fa(e). Then g induces a compatible binary labeling on {fa(e):a€l}cE.
In this paper we will be interested in sets of open intervals in [0, 1 ] whose natural order (that induced by R) is dense and unbordered, and in compatible binary labelings of such sets. For notational convenience we will usually write Ia rather than 1(a). As the order on the sets of intervals we consider is dense and unbordered, the intervals Ia are the intervals contiguous to a perfect set which we denote by C({Ia}). The noncontiguous intervals of C({Ig}) can then be labeled using Z as an index set in the obvious way; namely, Jg is that unique closed component of [0, U\UiT|<jo-|A wnicn contains lg. It should be noted that although a given system {Ia} determines a unique perfect set, C({Ia}), that perfect set will also be determined by any other system which is an appropriate relabeling of {/,,}. Here we will consider systems which are centered in the sense that Lemma 2. // {Ia} is centered and s satisfies condition (2), then for every a with \a\ sufficiently large y\Jkua)\ < s (a) < \Jkua)\, i = 0,l.
Proof. If a is chosen so large that \J~ai\/\Ja\ > 7 , then the proof follows easily from (2) and the definitions of k¡ , i = 0, 1.
Lemma 3. Suppose {Ia} is centered and s satisfies (2). Then lg ç Jk\,a) U Jk\(a)UhJ°rall°ZZ-Proof. We prove that Ra C Jkua) and La c Jkua) ■ To prove the former it suffices to show that Jk»,a) C Jk\a) f°r aU » € N. This is certainly true for n = 1 . Assuming it is true for n , we consider
This completes the proof of the first part; the proof of the second part is similar.
The intervals {ïa} again determine a Cantor set and, as we will investigate inductively, we wish to show that this new Cantor set can be described by a centered sequence of intervals. In the remarks which follow, we identify that centered sequence and the appropriate binary labeling which specifies its order. We define a, ~ er, if there exists a a such that / U / C ï" . It follows from Lemma 1 that ~ is an equivalence relation and we denote the equivalence class of er by à . The necessarily unique element of a of least height is denoted by cr* . If cr € Z, we let a_ = {a} U {aOx: x € Z} and a+ = {a} U {ct1t:t € Z}. It then follows that Now, let E = {ïg. : a € Z} and define ff.E -> E, / = 0, 1, as follows:
1. /0(4) = /0 and ^(4) = /,.
2. Suppose that f0(ïg*) and /,(/<,•) have been defined for all er e U¡t=o â nd let cr 6 Zn . If there isa te lj£~0 ^/t sucri that a* = x, then f0(îg*) and fx(ïa-) have already been defined. Suppose, then, that a = a*, and let t = erO.
If T = T*, define f0(ïg-) = ïx • If, however, x ^ x*, then either oo oo T=U(fciV))_ or re(J(fc0V))+.
n=l n=l
In the latter case there is a unique m such that T 6 (k™(x*))+. That is, t = k™(x*)lxx for some t, el. From this it is easy to see that a € (k™(x*))+ , and as a = a*, this case is impossible. In the former case there is a unique m such that x € (k™(x*))_ . Using the fact that x / cr we conclude that x = k™(x*). It now follows from Lemma 5 that erOl* = crOl, and we define fQ(ïg*) -ïaOX . The function /, is defined similarly. Using the remarks at the beginning of the paper, and assuming the verity of Lemma 5, there is a compatible binary ordering g: Z -► E. Furthermore, if cr = cr* and g(x) = Ï , then g(xi) = Í,., for / = 0, 1 . We denote by Ja the unique closed component Proof. Note that the condition s (a) < y3\Ia\ implies condition (2). In order to invoke our results on equivalence classes, however, condition (2) must always be satisfied. For \a\ sufficiently large,
The lim inf of this last quantity exceeds y -2y which, as y < \, is positive. In either case, Fx n Ex = 0 and Fx is determined by a centered system of intervals, which we denote by {4} • Now suppose that Fn has been defined such that Fn C\En = 0 , Fn c FB_,, and Fn is determined by a centered system of intervals, {1^}.
(n + 1)A. If En+X is dense in Fn, we choose a function s(a) satisfying condition (2) such that lim iS = i.
kl-*oo 141 y As in IA, it follows from Theorem 1 that {4} satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2, and we let Fn+X = C({ïg}).
(n + 1)B. If En+X misses a portion of Fn , we define Fn+l to be that portion of F" which misses E",.. n n+l Again, in either case, Fn+X r\En+x = 0, Fn+l c Fn , and Fn+X is determined by a centered system of intervals.
It is evident, however, that IJ^Li E" misses f|^li -4, anc* tms contradiction completes the proof.
Theorem 3. Suppose that {4} is centered. Then C({4}) is not a-strongly porous.
Proof. This proof proceeds as in Theorem 2 with the exception that Lemma 7 is invoked in steps A rather than Theorem 1.
If Cn < \ for all N € N, then the sequence {Çn} can be used to define a symmetric perfect subset, C({Çn}) of [0, 1] . See [T2] or [Z2] for details. The following theorem can be found in [T2] .
Theorem. If C({Çn}) = C is the symmetric subset of [0, 1] determined by the sequence {£"}, then
(1) {1 -2Çn} is summable if and only if C is not measure zero.
(2) If lim C" = 3 . then C is not a-porous.
(3) //lim inf £ < \, then C is porous.
